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Performance of Existing Unreinforced Masonry Wall
Structures under Earthquakes and Proposal Method for
Their Strengthening
Arsim Rapuca
UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n., Prishtine,
Kosovo

Abstract: In ancient times buildings were constructed with materials that have been popular for
that time. The most known method was the construction of buildings with unreinforced masonry
walls (URM). The URM walls are highly resistant to static vertical loads but they are too weak
to resist horizontal loads such as earthquake. During certain periods these structures have been
subjected to cyclic loads from earthquakes, and in those countries where earthquakes occurred
damage has happened and many buildings were totally destroyed. Nowadays the modern
knowledge to horizontal earthquake loads is large; many investigations were done to find the best
solution for strengthening of existing URM wall structures of historic importance in order to be
preserved as cultural heritage and for other purposes. With the discovery of new materials such
as Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) which have very high tensile strength, and by using them
enabling the easiest way of strengthening these structures for out-of-plan deformation as well as
in-plane shear cracks.
Keywords: Masonry wall, Building, Earthquake, Strengthening, FRP, URM

Introduction
Unreinforced masonry (URM) structures are the oldest known structures. Most of buildings in
the ancient time were constructed by using URM walls. The construction of the buildings made
with unreinforced masonry walls may varied slightly, though they all consisted of: a footing made
by wall (concrete, masonry, or rock), load bearing masonry exterior, wood frame floors, and roof
system. The interior wall constructed using URM or wood. Each of these major elements could
fail individually, but failure is more likely to occur where one element connects to another. Most
of existing historical buildings which need to save as landmarks of cultural heritage were
constructed by masonry structures but due to lack of scientific modern knowledge they were built
as per available knowledge and experience. As time passed it many of these historical buildings
needed restoration and strengthening because of aggressive environment and many natural
disaster. Recent changes in seismic requirements in all kinds of new structures demanded that the
special attention is to be dedicated to the seismic loads. The cultural heritage masonry structures
which were made in the ancient time called for special strengthening in order to be able to resist
cyclic loads from this natural phenomenon (earthquake), because this was not considered at that
time and many of masonry structure buildings were damaged and collapsed during the past
earthquakes. Most of failures were out-of-plane failures of walls due to lack of roof-to-wall
connection, in-plane diagonal shear cracks and the others. Today many methods and materials
exist for strengthening of existing masonry structures but the most modern and easier to use is
strengthening of these structures with Fiber Reinforcement Polymer.
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Review of URM wall structures damaged and destroyed by past
earthquakes
During the Long Beach (USA) earthquake of March 10, 1933, estimated magnitude
M6.25 (Richter scale) brick buildings with masonry walls, including many of the school buildings
in Long Beach and surrounding areas, failed catastrophically. Engineered buildings and
reinforced concrete buildings sustained little or no structural damage in the earthquake. More
than two-thirds of the 120 deaths occurred when people ran outside and were struck by falling
bricks, cornices, parapets, and building ornaments. In Figure 1 are shown different schools all
completely destroyed because they were constructed with URM walls structures, some of them
with “irregular shape”, not adequately attached to roofs and not designed to resist any lateral
stress.

Figure 1. Failure of schools constructed by URM wall structures.
The same damage of the URM structure has happened during the Borah Peak
Earthquake, Idaho (USA), October 28, 1983, estimated magnitude 7.3 (Richter scale). In Mackay
city the buildings which were built with unreinforcement brick, concrete block or stone, were all
damaged. Some of the structures were severely damaged and required demolition. Only two
children have had died during this earthquake when unreinforcement masonry wall fell upon
them. In the following Figure 2 is shown typical damaging in the URM wall structures.

Figure 2. Damaging of URM wall structures during Borah Peak Earthquake
Most of the URM buildings constructed before 1950 exhibited the poorest behavior
under the earthquakes. Following the Nisqually Earthquake, Puget Sound Region, Washington
February 28, 2001 magnitude 6.8 most common damages were: shedding of bricks from parapets
and chimneys, diagonal cracking in the walls, vertical cracking in the walls, damaging of the
walls in the upper stories, failure of masonry arches and damaging of walls as a result of pounding
(Figure 3, 4 and 5).
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Figure 3. Wall
cracking Olympian
Apartments

Figure 4. Brick parapet and wall
failure Fenix Café

Figure 5. Pounding damage

The September 4th 2010 Canterbury (Christchurch) earthquake, estimated moment magnitude at
M7.1 (Richter scale), exhibited large failure in the unreinforced masonry buildings. New Zealand
has strict seismic building code for new construction, but Christchurch was not considered a highrisk area and had a passive retrofit policy for its unreinforced masonry buildings. Around 595
URM (unreinforced masonry) buildings were assessed after the earthquake where 21% from them
received red “unsafe” placards, and 25% received yellow “restricted use” placards. In a large
number of cases, entire parapets and upper walls not adequately attached to roofs fell onto streets,
sidewalks and adjacent buildings (Figure 6 and 7). Statistics evidence indicates that retrofitted or
partially retrofitted URM structures performed well compared to similar unretrofitted buildings
nearby.

Figure 6. In this building wall separated from
and has felt onto the street

Figure 7. Out-of-plane failure of a gable
the roof wall in a church

URM structure was extensively used in historical building in ancient time. As time
passed this kind of structures deteriorates or collapse due to different natural effects, in most
cases from earthquakes. Out-of-plane failure are the most modes that can affect not only existing
historical masonry buildings but also the modern masonry buildings if they are not interlocked
between orthogonal load bearing walls and if the floors are not well connected to walls. Corner
units of masonry buildings aggregates are significantly prone to suffer local collapse
mechanisms, because they are not confined on both sides by adjacent building units. In Italy there
was extensive use of URM structures in historical buildings, churches and in residential
buildings. Failure modes observed on existing structures appear compatible with those expected
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when non-modern seismic design is enforced (e.g., poor element detailing, lack of effective
connections, lack of structural robustness and redundancy). Damage and destruction of URM
structures during Emilia Romagna earthquakes of May 20th (M6.0) and 29th (M5.8), 2012,
occurred for the same reason listed above. Except of damage and collapse of URM walls another
high vulnerability level was at tympanums and bell towers of URM masonry churches. Another
typical failure mode which has occurred at URM building walls was damage to piers and
spandrels in-plane. In Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 is shown typical damage, cracks and collapse
of URM walls structures in the Emilia Romagna region (northern Italy).

Figure 8. Out-of-plane failures of walls due
to lack of roof-to-wall connections

Figure 9. In-plane diagonal shear cracks of
spandrel panels of brick masonry building

In Guatemala these structures are constructed with walls thickness 60-90cm, and
various materials are used such as adobe, calicanto (stone and lime) and brick. Although the walls
of these structures have a considerable thickness, they lack vertical and horizontal reinforcement
and there are no rigid diaphragms or reinforcing elements to keep the wall from separating and
overturning during earthquake. For this reason, it was common to see big cracks, which can be
attributed to the tendency of the walls to open, especially in the facade and corner walls. During
the Guatemala earthquake November 7, 2012 M7.4 in many of the historical structures (such as
ones shown in Figure 12) big cracks appeared and they were at risk to collapse. Retrofitting of
these structures to stabilize against earthquakes is very important by knowing that these buildings
are preserved as cultural heritage.

Figure 10. Global collapse of Historical
building

Figure 11. Beginning of vertical
overturning mechanism due to bad corner
connection
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Figure 12. Damaging of the Quetzaltenango
Cathedral

Figure 13. Diagonal cracks of Miradola
Cathedral bell tower

In the photos below are shown some of the old houses in Kosovo which were constructed in the
70's and 80's of last century (Fig. 14). In these photos are also shown different kind of cracks in
many masonry houses which have been occurred during the 2002 Gjilan low intensity earthquake
(M 5.7).

Figure 14. Damaging of URM wall structures during 2002 Gjilan Earthquake

Other factors that strongly influence the earthquake resistance of
masonry building
There are two fundamental factors which strongly influence the earthquake resistance of masonry
buildings, namely: Structural layouts, and Quality of materials and construction.
Structural layouts – a) Irregular distribution of walls in plan can result in torsion effects and
overstressing the walls in critical zones; b) Buildings with load bearing walls only in one direction
represent a bad structural layout.
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Figure 15. Walls in both directions (a-adequate, b-inadequate)
Non-uniform distribution of stiffness over the height of the masonry building can result in severe
damages of walls at the levels of sudden changes in stiffness.

Figure 16. Inadequate and adequate distribution of stiffness in elevation of masonry
buildings
Quality of materials and construction – Although materials used for construction of masonry
structures have sufficient mechanical capacity for carrying the gravity loads, their mechanical
characteristics, especially mortar’s, have no capacity to resist additional bending and shearing
forces induced in the structural system by earthquake. Besides the quality of materials there are
other important characteristics which affect in the stability of masonry building like as,
inadequate thickness of horizontal joints, vertical joints not being filled with mortar, bricks not
been soaked into water before construction, etc.

Conclusion
From the aforementioned research with regard to the performance of the URM wall structures
during past earthquakes which have occurred in various places of the world it is shown that in
almost all cases type damage of these structures is almost similar: entire parapets not adequately
attached to roofs, out-of-plane failures of walls due to lack of roof-to-wall connection, in-plane
diagonal shear cracks of spandrel panels, vertical overturning due to bad corner connection etc.
Knowing that these structures were built in ancient time and in that time these structures were
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analyzed only to sustain vertical loads without having enough knowledge to earthquake loads,
their strengthening is necessary, especially for historic buildings which need to be preserved as
cultural heritage monuments. The most known method for strengthening existing non-reinforced
masonry wall structures is by using reinforced concrete columns in different locations, and RC
beams at floor levels tied together, in order to ensure confinement of masonry panel (Fig. 15).
The reinforcement of the new RC column should be anchored into the bond beam and the column
should be footed on the already existing strip footing. In some cases, footing is required to be
cast and incorporated in the foundation of the building. Care should be taken to distribute these
elements uniformly in plan and elevation. In cases the brick/block masonry at corners and wall
intersections zones is undamaged or demolishing it is not possible, tie-columns are replaced with
installation of isolated rebar’s. The reinforcing bars are placed in vertical channels cut into the
brickwork. These bars are anchored to the rest of the wall by means of stirrups (Fig. 16).

Figure 15. Construction of new tie-column at T junction in brick masonry wall

Figure 16. Detail of confining of masonry walls using vertical steel ties
Although this method is complicated to be applied, another important thing is that the concrete
has a considerable weight and that weight affects the increase of seismic force according to the
modern codes. This method is complicated to apply and affects in the façade of historical
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buildings which should be remained originally. Also knowing that the concrete has a considerable
weight and that weight affects the increase of seismic force according to the modern codes, so
the best proposal for strengthening of these structures is to use Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP).
Their light weight, high strength-to-weight ratio, ease of handling, ease of applications and
corrosion resistance are some advantages factor for strengthening of URM walls structures.
Strengthening of URM wall structures by using FRP material confines the wall and prevents
individual masonry units from separating from the wall, provides adequate attachment of the
edges of the walls, enhances out-of-plane flexural capacity of the wall, enhance strength and
ductility etc (Fig. 17). Based on numerous studies with regard to the use of FRP we can conclude
that the application of externally bonded carbon or glass fiber sheets may be considered as an
effective means to seismic strengthening and repair of existing URM wall structures so that these
will be able to survive from any possible earthquake disasters.

Figure 17. Some examples of masonry buildings strengthened with FRP
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Abstract. Precast concrete industrial buildings have been widely spreading over the Italian
territory mostly devoted to industrial development after WWII. The pioneering structures built
in the early decades of this period have been designed with criteria which are now obsolete and
with lower static actions with respect to the actual standards, moreover disregarding any
conception of seismic or fire resistance. As such, they are a potential source of strong
vulnerability. With reference to a large industrial complex located in Brianza (Northern Italy)
built with successive expansions from the ‘40s to the ‘70s, the structural performance indexes
associated to static, seismic and fire loads are evaluated for the different classical typologies of
that period, including roofs with truss strut-tie systems, restrained arches, and tapered beams. The
costs associated to strengthening/retrofitting are also estimated for each typology.
Keywords: Precast structures, Structural retrofit, Historical, Mechanical connections.

Introduction
Precast concrete structures have been widely spreading after WWII over Europe, being Italy
among the most innovative and active markets, especially since the autarchic period of the late
pre-WWII period, where the lack of steel production facilities and the abundance of raw material
to get cement and concrete over the national territory brought the construction industry to focus
mostly on concrete solutions. Since then, the evolution of the precast concrete industry has made
giant steps forward [1,2], keeping the Italian precast concrete industry a world excellence. The
initial post-WWII decades up to the ‘70s can be defined as the pioneering age of the precast
construction industry in Italy. Brilliant ideas and authentic dare were spread over the structural
engineers, who kept inventing innovative solutions capable to successively break span records
and to respond to a frantic demand, mainly concentrated into the fast-growing national heavy
industry.
The precast buildings at that time were designed according to obsolete criteria and lower loads
with respect to the actual standards, moreover disregarding any seismic or fire resistance
criterion. As such, these structures represent today a possible source of high vulnerability and
their retrofitting is a challenge for the engineering community.
The present paper shows some excerpts (a more complete overview of the work is available in
[3]) from a pilot study conducted on an industrial complex located in the region of Brianza, in
Northern Italy, shown in Fig. 1. This industrial complex covering over 30k m2 has been built with
successive expansions from the late ‘40s to the late ‘70s, and it represents a sort of catalogue of
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the evolution of the precast industrial structures of that period, being composed by many different
structures which can be classified into 8 typologies. The aim is therefore to preliminarily
investigate the level of vulnerability of the different structures, by deducing structural
performance indexes associated to the attainment of the different Ultimate Limit States (ULS)
identified by the current regulations.
With the aid of a wide historical archive of the original projects and drawings, and of visual
inspections, most of the geometries and reinforcement layouts of the structural elements could be
deduced. The mechanical properties of concrete and steel were mostly guessed on the basis of a
probabilistic catalogue built over the experimental data on destructive tests performed in those
decades [4].
The structural analysis has been performed according to the following assumptions: - a typical
modulus of each typology has been modelled through a FEM code [5], neglecting the problem of
structural interaction with the adjacent moduli;
- a wide level of knowledge of the structural details has been assumed, neglecting additional
safety coefficients related to uncertainty;
- an optimal state of conservation has been assumed for all structures, neglecting corrosion
scenarios of the rebars or of the steel profiles, which has been suggested by the visual inspections;
- the uncertain bracing effect of internal or external infill masonry walls is neglected;

Fig. 1. The case study industrial complex
- an elastic structural behaviour (q = 1.5) is assumed even under the seismic load conditions,
due to the lack of transverse confinement of the longitudinal rebar associated to small-diameter
stirrups spaced more than 200 mm, which jeopardise the potential dissipative sources of the
longitudinal rebars;
- the seismic soil classification according to EC8 [6] is C (deep deposits of dense or mediumdense sand, gravel or stiff clay) and the foundations are assumed as perfectly rigid.
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Moreover, the structural performance indexes are based on the assumption that all
simply supported elements by dry-friction are provided by post-inserted mechanical
connections in the design stage, which is compulsory to avoid the extreme vulnerability
related to possible loss of support or beam overturning [7-9], and that this intervention
could foster the assumption of a rigid diaphragm behaviour of the roof deck [10,11].

Precast structural typologies
Typology 1 (Fig.2) is the oldest of the complex, dating back to 1948. It is made with a triangular
trussed roof with 15x40 cm struts spanning 12.5 m made of diaphragmed X-shaped precast
concrete elements completed with a cast-in-situ topping and with a lower steel bar acting as tie.
The vertical frame structure made with square 35x35 cm 4 m tall columns and T-shaped
60(35)x80 cm 7.5 m long beams is fully cast-in-situ. The roof slab is mixed concrete-masonry.
Typology 2 (Fig.3), completed in 1958, is made by a precast reticular 10x34 cm arch system
spanning 16.2 m completed with a cast-in.situ topping and with a lower steel bar acting as tie.
Precast ribbed roof elements cover the span of 2 m in between adjacent arches. The vertical frame
of the structure, characterised by a double layer of L-shaped 5 m long beams (75(50)x50 cm crane
and 75(50)x70 cm top) over 35x50 cm 8.8 m tall columns, is fully cast-in-situ.
Typology 3 (Fig.4) from 1970 has been the first fully made with precast concrete elements:
foundation footings, 30x50 cm section columns 5 m tall, 30(8)x161(40) cm tapered I beams 16
m long and 1.35x0.29 cm section 6 m long TT roof elements.
Typology 4 (Fig. 5), built in 1973, is similar to the previous one (the beams are spanning 18 m
with deeper section of 1.8 m) except by the roof elements, which are in this case flat with hollow
core section.
Typology 5 (Fig. 6) from 1972 is characterised by a precast portal frame made with 50x50 cm 6
m tall columns and 30(10)x200(80) cm spanning 20.5 m tapered I beams. The roof is composed
by 16 m long steel spatial trusses having triangular section.
Typology 6 (Fig. 7), built in the early ‘70s, is made with portal frames composed by
43(15)x56(32) cm cross-shaped section 5 m tall columns, 30(8)x160(40) cm tapered I beams
spanning 13.5 m and TT elements spanning 10 m.
Typology 7 (Fig. 8) is peculiar: the roof made with IPE 200 steel profiles spanning 10 m is
supported with a relevant one-side only overhang of 4 m by a precast portal frame made with
40x60 cm section 5,4 m tall columns and prestressed 26(8)x180(60) cm tapered I beams spanning
26.3 m on one side and by a masonry wall built over rectangular section beams seated over the
same columns of the typology 8.
Typology 8 (Fig. 9) has been built in between the last ‘70s and the early ‘80s with a precast frame
structure made with 40x40 cm section 5.2 m tall columns, prestressed 30(8)x200(60) cm tapered
I beams spanning 25 m and 10 m long TT roof elements.
All joints of typologies 3-8 are dry-friction simple supports. Thus, for all these cases the basic
assumption of a seismic vulnerability index evaluation relies upon the installation of mechanical
connections aimed at restraining all simply supported elements.
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Fig. 2. Tipology 1

Fig. 3. Tipology 2

Fig. 4. Tipology 3

Fig. 5. Tipology 4

Fig. 6. Tipology 5

Fig. 7. Tipology 6

Fig. 8. Tipology 7

Fig. 9. Tipology 8
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Evaluation of the structural performance indexes and expected
retrofit cost scenarios
Indexes of structural performances, defined as the ratio of capacity over demand, have been
evaluated based on the above-discussed assumptions for each of the following ULS checks: static
with snow as primary load, static with wind as primary load, seismic with main action in each of
the two horizontal directions, and fire. Whilst the last verification is expressed in class of
resistance (R) in minutes, where R60 is typically taken as the reference required value, the other
checks are to be considered satisfactory when the index is higher than unity. All indexes are
collected in Fig. 10. The reported indexes are the minimum among the various calculated for all
elements of a structural typology. The characteristic live and seismic loads are taken as those
suggested by the Italian regulations [12] for the selected site, which are the following: 1.2 kN/m2
of snow; 0.9 kN/m2 of wind (pressure plus suction); 0.064g PGA over bedrock; conventional
time-temperature curve for fire. On the basis of a database of information obtained from previous
retrofitting interventions on similar buildings performed by DLC Consulting, the average
expected retrofitting costs spread over one square metre of gross surface of the typology are
evaluated, expressed as the mean value of the estimated range only for the sake of brevity. The
costs histograms are reported in Fig. 11 for all typologies. To be noted that in some cases for
typologies 3-8 costs higher than 0 € are attributed to typologies which do not suffer from
performance indexes lower than unity. This cost is related to the installation of the mechanical
connections to avoid loss of support and/or overturning of the dry-friction simply supported
elements, as previously discussed.

Fig. 10. Structural performance indexes per typology

Fig. 11. Estimated mean retrofit costs per typology
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Conclusion
Analysing the obtained results, it is noted that the various structural typologies present structural
indexes higher than unity for most of both static and seismic load conditions, with exceptions of
some values however not lower than 0.75, which suggests that the retrofitting costs can be
contained in diffused local strengthening interventions, without the need to dramatically modify
the structural system. It has to be recalled that, referring to the seismic load conditions, the results
are based on the assumption of an a priori intervention through the installation of mechanical
connections where dry-friction simple support connections, which are associated to a very high
level of vulnerability, are present. With reference to the fire resistance, the scenario is more
critical, with only two structural typologies (6 and 8) not suffering from problems and the
majority displaying very low resistance time. Most of the fire problems are related to the presence
of exposed steel which is unprotected. For typologies 1 and 2, unprotected steel is present in the
tie rods, while the problem is more spread for typologies 5 and 7, where the whole roof is made
with exposed steel profiles. The typologies not suffering from any fire problem are made with
concrete elements of relatively large thickness. Typologies 1, 2, 3 and 4 are characterised by
relatively thin portions of the roof reinforced concrete elements, which also jeopardises their fire
performance. Further analyses including destructive and non-destructive testing for the
characterisation of the material properties and for the detection of the real position and quality of
reinforcement is needed to confirm the results of this feasibility study and to design the retrofit
interventions.
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Abstract. Many authors have treated the beauty and aesthetics from the social and philosophic
point of view [Kant, Plato], whereas very few of them have meditated within the domain of
Architecture let alone Structural Engineering [1]. The Beautiful is beautiful, and the Ugly is ugly,
but subjectivity apart, is any mean of defining a way or some Principles which can be of Guide
for the designer. Is there any mathematics within the beauty, i.e., can the beauty be described in
a mathematical way? It is a simple, yet a very difficult question answering, since both the beauty
and aesthetics falls into the domain of feelings, whereas each human doesn't feel the same when
seeing an object created by another human. This Paper is representing a modest temptation to
prove that it can be done.
Keywords: Structural Art., Beauty, Aesthetics

Introduction
Since the dawn of civilizations, structures have been an integral part of any symbol within
societies. Be it a column, a cornerstone, a vault or an obelisk; all of them has been consciously
or unconsciously used to express the will of people, their desire to submit other people to their
wishes of a grandiosity and power. Since approximately the middle of the 19th century,
architecture has become a profession "apart", whilst the structure, although being a crucial part
of it, has fallen into "l'oublis". Nowadays, there is hardly to be found a building, an edifice and
let alone a bridge, where the structure doesn't reign supreme as a powerful architectural element.
If a tower has been classified as "beautiful", then take a close look at his structure, since, its most
powerful element would be: a super-column, a super-shear wall or a combination of both of them.
Unfortunately, the structure has often been misused, and in some cases even used abusively, by
the so called “star architects”, which go as far as to speculate as of “how they built” them. Let
just take as an example, an arche bridge whose main structural element, i.e. the arch himself, runs
parallel to the river flow, that is normal to the traffic or the flow of people. It represents a direct
conflict with the bridge’s main purpose – to serve people, not the river.
Now the principal question this paper aims answering is this: is it possible to define some guiding
principles in order to create symbols (since the structure is a symbol) that are loved by people,
since they do serve people, not the egos of Designers, which for the sake of their ambitions often
create structural aberrations in contradiction with the law of physics itself. Since the discourse
enters deep into the domain of aesthetics, and as we know, aesthetical values of an artefact are
an object of subjective cognition, someone might say that this is impossible.
In this paper, I will attempt to demystify it. I am profoundly convinced that, a structural element
as a part or as a whole of an architectural ensemble cannot be neither efficient mechanically (and
this can be proven) nor beautiful if it breaks the elementary Newtonian laws of gravitations.
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On basic principles in the art of structures
Urban clusters and civilizations are formed around certain symbols in a completely spongy
manner. As noted above, these symbols, in the vast majority of cases, feature engineering works
with many different destinies, such as cult, entertainment, gathering arenas, etc. When these are
projected on the basis of the mechanical efficiency of the materials used, within the resources
that the society possesses, while respecting the aesthetic criteria, then the same ones are
transformed into artwork. With the creation of works of art (French: oeuvres d'art) in the threedimensional environment, structural engineering, architect and sculptor are engaged. Namely,
while the former creates forms based primarily on scientific rules; the second creates based more
on the social dimension; while the latter creates artwork of a symbolic nature whose main purpose
is to preserve the memory of a person or personality.
The happiness of the human being, among other things, also depends on the aesthetic quality of
the environment where he lives and operates [1], [4]. In a democracy whose basic derivative is
individual freedom and productive creativity, these symbols cannot in any way avoid the
objective criticisms and concerns expressed by its citizens. This important fact must be treated
with the designer's deserved seriousness if he wants his work to be accepted within the
community.
The goal of a designer of a structure should be to generate a new value for the environment where
engraving is planned. To achieve this, the designer needs to have profound knowledge of the
relevant field. Most of the cases begin with the conception of forms inspired by original ideas,
which arise from nature itself; then, using the principles and the scientific (mathematical)
apparatus, they should be analysed, dimensioned and finally realized. The inspiration is wideranging, and the ideas can be based on an oak tree, a spider web, a nautilus shell (see Chapter 2
above), a soap bubble, etc., etc. But inspiration is not self-sufficient. Designers will need certain
skills such as: artistic inspiration, mathematical bases, creativity, originality, presentation skills
(drawing) etc. When his ability has reached the appropriate level, he will have achieved the initial
idea to raise and develop it to the desired degree – an artwork. With such a stir and battle, must
have faced engineers like Thomas Telford, Gustav Eiffel, Robert Maillart, Fritz Leonhardt, Heinz
Isler, Pier Luigi Nervi, Sergio Musmeci, Christian Menn, Jörg Schlaich and more recently
Santiago Calatrava, whose structures are certainly worthwhile to be enjoyed in different museums
around the world.
An engineering-artwork structure consists of a conglomerate of all structural elements, the shape
and size of which makes the definition of its silhouette. Since structural engineer is precisely the
main responsible person for their relative, but also "absolute" size and degree, he/she cannot
avoid the "responsibility" that, in addition to the mechanical and economic efficiency aspects
also possess their artistic and aesthetic aspects. Since structural engineer is a central figure for
"engraving" a form, it can be freely said that this "craft" has already been erected where it has its
place - in the art of structures.
As in the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and even today, various authors have tried to give
relatively scientific definitions to beauty. A consensus has been reached that it is not possible to
give quantitative criteria on the aesthetic values of an artwork. One of the authors who has gone
this far, of course, is Fritz Leonhardt with his book "Brücken" written in 1982 [1].
The underlying question, which is set out here, is: is it possible to set at least some basic principles
that could be considered as basic prerequisites that would have to be fulfilled to be able to create
an artwork – a structure?
We definitively say yes. While below we will try to list them one by one, adding the relevant
arguments. Bearing in mind that the human being, as the most important phenomenon, is at the
core of all the ventures that relate to the creation of these works, we will begin with the principle
of objectivity, which is also the "entrance door" for in the beautiful human adventure called
creativity.
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Principle of objectivity
This principle is about attitude, judgment, appreciation and decision-making for all that coincides
with the design of an artwork. This is the wider and most important principle for the whole
process of human creativity. This principle lies in a close connection with human personality and
dignity. The principle of objectivity should be manifested in every area of human activity, in each
country and at any time, regardless of the circumstances in which it is acted upon. From the
principle of objectivity derive, among other things, justice to others, and the critical attitude
towards oneself (self-knowledge) - to the renunciation of individual ego [4]. On the basis of the
principle of objectivity there are noble motivations, the source of which is human love itself.
Human-based creation based on this principle can bring excellent results, elegant, clean forms
and economic solutions-creative man becomes productive. Ambition can be constructive, but its
motivations can be inflexible and often even completely unproductive. It pushes to work but at
the same time draws the personality in the foreground, and not the society and the general interest,
and thus pushes the fulfilment of the unproductive character of the creator of an artwork [4].
Ambition can only be useful when it does not serve exclusively to personal interests or when it
does not appear (naturally) as a result of a personality with spiritual disorder, which sometimes
takes on the dimensions of creative sadomasochism (otherwise how can one explain some
artwork created with little taste, without character, "unhappy" in the surroundings where they
have been engraved?).
Even when it (ambition) does not contradict the interests of the majority, it must be "suppressed":
mainly through the cultural depth, the desire to be honest, self-criticism and love for man, the
environment, and society

Principle of functionality
This principle has to do with the need to meet the basic requirement, the need for which an
artwork (bridge, tunnel, tower, etc.) is designed and then constructed. An art work can be
illustrated as a typical example of the application of the general law of biology, according to
which "the need urges the body". In the present case, "the need" is the communication of people
and goods, the need for rally, fun; while "the organ" is the work of art, whose main task is to
fulfil the predetermined social role.
The design elements of a bridge, for example, when it comes to the principle of functionality,
must contain all traffic conditions: in front of the bridge, over the bridge and underneath it, both
during and after completion, even for the entire lifespan of it. For as far as these conditions are
considered and studied, as far as these are specified and fulfilled, as well as the requirements
relating to the functionality of this artwork, both during construction and exploitation, have also
been met. An important component of the functional aspect of an artwork is maintenance during
its exploitation - this must be the vital component of the project. Environmental sustainability
and recycling are an integral part of this principle.

Principle of stability
It is one of the basic principles which the designer should pay more attention to. It is a bad thing,
however, that this principle is presented as the underlying criterion on which today the
construction engineering faculties are based. Here, the engineer feels, so to say, "on his/her own
ground", being equipped with the scientific apparatus gained during the study period. The
principle of stability has nothing to do with the primary structure, but it needs to be further
expanded, i.e., with the stability of everything that has to do with changing the state of the
structure, such as intended and desired to be, whereby by the state is meant the projected structure,
but other aspects included as well, such as durability, appearance, etc. (in terms of Eurocode,
ULS, SLS).
The concept of stability is therefore closely interlinked not only with the concept of equilibrium,
stability, structural fatigue, but also with the concept of predictable utilization of an artwork.
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Fulfilment of one of the requirements regarding the global stability of an artwork does not
automatically mean fulfilment of the demand for its normal use. For instance, an example can be
given when a substantial relocation of the supporter to (a statically defined) structure occurs;
displacement, which may not endanger the global stability of the structure, but that this seriously
violates the aspect of normal use of the work of art (appearance, level, cracking, shaking, etc.)
However, both states (the so-called borderline with the language of modern codes) may occur
either separately or at the same time, where failure to fulfil one may lead vice-versa to the failure
of the other.
Finally, it should be noted that from the level of fulfilment of this principle, it will depend not
only the economic aspect but also the life itself of an artwork. An elaboration and, above all, a
correct implementation of the component details of an artwork is the greatest guarantee of a
design working life and relatively limited maintenance costs.
Great engineers of the last century (like Maillart, Leonhardt, Freyssinet, Nervi, Menn) were
(some are still alive, fortunately) not only extremely resourceful in the use of new materials and
technologies, but the same in fulfilling this fundamental principle, managed to realize works
worthy of exhibitions in the art museums, precisely respecting other principles in addition to their
stability.

Principle of Rationality
The meaning of rationality relates not only to the structure of an artwork, but also to its
neighbourhood, its connecting points (its extreme points), as well as the implications that arise
as a result of this interaction, either economically or aesthetically. Prices resulting from this
interaction should serve as an extremely important criterion when it comes to choosing between
variants, for example. The comfort and security of users (automotive, railroad or pedestrian
traffic), exploitation and maintenance costs for the projected life expectancy of the work of art
are narrowly related to the sense of rationality.
The decision on the choice of a variant from metal, reinforced concrete or precast concrete should
only be taken after having analysed in depth all the parameters relating to the manner of
execution, durability, exploitation, maintenance and finally demolition and eventually, recycling.
Another very important parameter that relates to rationality is that of the resources it possesses
both at the level of materials used and the workforce, and not to mention at all - the available
budget.
Lately, mainly due to the lack of objectivity (see the principle of objectivity above), lack of
relevant knowledge about the principle of stability, ideas are being thrown around the world and
less rational projects are being designed, contrary not only to the flow of forces but often contrary
to the flow of public (the normal arc in the circular flow?!). Ignorant politicians, in need of
promoting their ideas through creation of symbols, engage "star architects" who, in violation of
the principles elaborated here, project works that can be called much more of a speculation than
artwork.

The principle of authenticity
This principle is closely linked to creative human skills. Creative innovation rests within that
work of art that derives from the creative ability of the designer (structuralist), considering
elements such as: location, context, environment, etc. A work of art (bridge), such as the one of
Salginatöbelbrücke (R. Maillart), stands with all its greatness in its context (Schiers, CH), but it
would seem meaningless if it were to be located in the plains of Fushë Kosovë, for instance. The
desire for originality is closely linked to the principle of objectivity. Often, and especially
recently, the desire for more originality [5] has led to the extreme empowerment of the ego and
the misuse of the basic principles of science on structures and mechanics. Likewise, the desire
for affirmation has also inspired the appetites of the so-called "star architects" [6] to put in place
most bizarre solutions (and with the help of authorities, unfortunately, make them real) and often
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(with the help of irresponsible constructors) to create works that severely violate not only the
basic aspects of the laws of physics but that are also conflicting with aesthetic laws [2]. This
principle is closely related to the development of technology and the use of new materials, escape
from "standard works" and conventional boundaries of the period. However, the expression of
individuality is welcomed and necessary to mark the designer's style. Authentic designers have
left their indelible traces precisely through authenticity, creativity and advanced awareness of the
materials used and the context coupled with a profound analysis of environmental incorporation
and resource abilities. This has continuously led them to be admired, whether by the common
observer or by their good connoisseur.

The principle of aesthetics
Understanding the notion of aesthetics is the Holy Grail of art on structures. This principle is
especially valuable for bridges as synonymous to works of art. Aesthetically, a structure is largely
dependent on the very nature of its conception, the unity of the composition of structural
elements, the degree of preservation of rhythm and the repetition of structural elements, its
elegance, its simplicity, its transparency, its global scale, harmony, the colour and texture of the
constituent elements, as well as the level of exposure to light and shadow [7]. Figure further
below, presents the Craigellachie Bridge in Scotland, a work designed by the notorious engineer
Thomas Telford and realized in between 1812 - 1814. This artwork, at the time of its construction,
was considered a great achievement in the field of bridge constructions (from cast iron).
It is certain that it has not lost anything of her beauty yet. We can distinguish the following basic
features of it: refinement, order, harmony, transparency, environmental incorporation and highly
artistic configuration. A structure which in itself contains all the above-mentioned features
results in a high degree of tranquillity and environmental incorporation and in stimulating
emotions at its observer. Of course, experience and judgment by the ordinary observer is a
function of the degree of self-esteem and emancipation, but also of other social circumstances
which do not have their source in the aesthetic quality of the structure, but in the personality of
the observer. The main faults that have been made, which are still present nowadays, are the lack
of transparency, refinement and artistic formation - as the fundamental components of the
elegance of an engineering work.

Figure 3.13 Craigellachie bridge, Thomas Telford, Craigelachie, Scotland, 1812 - 1814, Ɩ = 50m
[3] - a masterpiece of art.
Certainly, foundations of aesthetics are: general culture, increased level of knowledge on visual
arts, individual creativity, love and dedication to the chosen profession, acquired experience,
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professional ethics and ultimately (but not least) desire and sacrifice to go to the end,
unconditionally and uncompromisingly, without neglecting anyone and nothing on this journey.

Disscussion
As Fritz Leonhardt wrote [1], nature's beauty is one of the most powerful sources for human
health and for the soul of a human being (German: “Die Schönheit der Natur ist geradezu der
stärkste Kraftquell für die Empfindsame Seele des Menschen”). Indeed, the structures created by
nature - the biostructures contain almost all of the elements mentioned above and should serve
as an invaluable source of inspiration to the designers of the structures, not just from an aesthetic
but also mechanical point of view.
A small number of authors have studied the aesthetic principles of engineering works; among the
most renowned ones are Fritz Leonhardt, Christian Menn, David Billington, Jörg Schlaich and
Michel Virlogeux. The one who has gone the furthest in this aspect is obviously Fritz Leonhardt,
who in his book "Brücken-Bridges" [1] has tried to formulate canons that are related to the
definition of the fundamental characteristics’ sine qua non, which an artwork in the field of
structural engineering should possess so that it can be considered to have met the principles of
aesthetics:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

fulfilling the purpose-function criteria (German: Zweckerfüllung),
proportions,
order (German: Ordnung),
symmetry,
repetition,
refinement of the form (German: Verfeinerung der Form),
integration (amalgamation) in the environment (German: Einpassung in die Umwelt),
surface texture (German: Oberflächentextur),
colours (German: Farben),
character (German: Charakter),
complexity - stimulation through varieties (German: Komplexitlät - Reize durch
verschiedenartigkeit),
inclusion of nature (German: Einbeziehen der Natur).

Thus, in the given context, it can be acknowledged that: an art work which contradicts the
fundamental principles under which nature creates cannot be either technically or aesthetically
accomplished. An art work, designed to violate the above stated principles, has no other fate but
going to the basket of forgetfulness - it is judged to "die" - even before it is "born".
And with regard to the beauty of art, aesthetics, and even in the context of our paper, for a
constructive conclusion, we would also be able to utilise these thoughts of the well-known
aesthetes, namely Benedeto Kroce and Nasho Jorgaqi: "The problem of the origin of art, ... is
united to that of the emergence of human civilization on earth" [8], except: "Moreover, not all
men perceive with the same easiness the beauty in those forms that it appears..."), however [9] ]
"...sublime aesthetic releases man from the smallness and the usual preoccupations..." [9].
However, if the aesthetic sublimate, as a judgment and taste, or as an enjoyment, liberates man
from the smallness, in terms of the level of professional duty, we think that the creator (the
architect or the structural engineer) is glorified to the magnificence of the complexity of the work
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as a whole by details, with serious implications also for all experts of certain fields involved, in
this case, in an architectural work.

Summary
There cannot be architecture without structure. Structure is an integral part of any architectural
work, and this can be seen in almost any of existing edifices or buildings – it is omnipresent. The
tendency, nowadays, is the promotion of vanguard architectural ideas through spectacular
structures, therefore one could ask the question: which one is more important within the fabric of
the “final product” architecture or structure. Unfortunately, lately on, structural art is often
misunderstood, and abusive ideas are taking place everywhere, mainly by the so called “star
architects”, often helped by structural engineers, be it for the sake of opportunism or both
unproductive personal ambitions and ego.
To be clear: one cannot obtain a “plus-value” in an architectural work, if its structure breaks the
physic’ elementary laws. Therefore, it is an imperative to impose some kind of a Guiding
Principles as how one should approach the design process as a whole.
This article, far from trying to impose itself as a general rule, takes a modest step in this direction,
and proposes some guiding principles in order to obtain what is “the holy grail” in architecture –
the beautiful.
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Abstract. New technologies have recently got a rapid and wide spread. They consist of softwares,
systems and advanced engineering machinery, but not limited to these. In the furniture
manufacturing industry they have found a wide application for their own specific nature. Wood
Processing Engineers, given their university education, have a very important role applying their
knowledge in the use of technologies. Today CAD CAM systems are becoming part of furniture
design and manufacturing through digitally commanded machineries. The problem faced is the
qualified staff for the use of these systems and machineries. This requires scientific preparation
and training of specialists on the practical level. In Albania, market needs are met by Wood
Processing Engineers and trained specialists. This study shows that graduates do not receive the
appropriate professional training from the faculty. There is a lack of organic linkage; theoretical
and scientific knowledge acquired in the faculty, with application in practice.
Keywords: wood processing engineers, new technologies.

Introduction
Wood Processing Engineers have been graduating for years from the Wood Industry Department
at the Faculty of Forestry at the Agricultural University of Tirana. Graduates from this institution
receive general scientific, engineering and technology knowledge, etc. The Faculty performs its
mission through the training it provides to the student during the academic process, practices, up
to his graduation. In Albania, the private sector provides real employment opportunitis for Wood
Processing Engineers. This is the main labor market and should be the focus of the university to
design the curricula to serve it. University Training of Engineers is seen by the labor market as a
development and continuous progress potential, especially with regard to technology
development. The university must precede this development or at least be in constant coherence
with the scientific innovations. Today, the wood industry in Albania counts over 900 sustainable
production entities and that produce and trade furniture and other wooden objects, with about
10,000 employees. Consequently, it constitutes a strong item of the labor market and of the
economy.
The purpose of this study is to present a picture that combines the university training of Wood
Processing Engineers with the needs of the labor market regarding the conception, adaptation and
application of new technologies in the wood industry in Albania.
The study is based on the analysis of a significant number of structured questionnaires for this
purpose with data collected through face to face surveys. The sample used is the intentional (nonprobabilistic) sample.
A significant part of the engineers continue to contribute to the area they have studied. Engineers
Result; employed, in leading positions and a good part of them are entrepreneurs. In the
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companies where they work they have primary tasks; the design and production of a number of
constructive and ornamental elements needed for furniture production. In some powerful
companies, the whole technological process is based on the massive use of new technologies. It
starts with design through CAD software, continues with their carriage through CAM sites and
application in CNC machineries. An increasing number of machines are produced and equipped
with the most advanced techniques. Initially in Albania, there was an extensive use of the socalled pantographed techniques, working in three main movement directions (three axes) of the
machinery spindle. Recently there have been spread those with five axes which are a perfection
of technology in this direction, and which realize diverse profiles very fast and with high quality.
This study further shows how Wood Processing Engineers approach this development, especially
considering the training in practical terms also of the furniture production entities.

Methodology
The main basis of this study is; collecting data through questionnaires, through which the
respondents express their opinion as regarding the Wood Processing Engineers.
Respondents have answered the question: In your opinion, do the Wood Processing Engineers
adapt to the new technologies used? Answers have been provided through alternatives; Yes, No,
Partly and I do not know. It has also been taken a verbal response through the auxiliary question:
Do you have any comments about this?
The methodology followed for carrying out this study is:
Evidencing the main entities operating in the field of wood processing in Albania;
Drafting the necessary questionnaires for this purpose, through which the respondents
give their assessment;
Direct contact of respondents (Business managers / administrators, engineers, etc.) in
the field (to Production Entities);
Completing questionnaires through face-to-face interviewing;
Processing and Analyzing Data.

Data Collection
For the conduct of the surveys, 270 main businesses have been selected throughout Albania.
From the data collected for the wood industry in the field, it turns out that Wood Processing
Engineers are an important factor in Albania. 56 engineers have been interviewed who have given
their professional opinion about the new technologies. Also, the other respondents who are part
of the same sector, have responded on this issue, and we think that their opinion should be
considered. The occupations of the respondents are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Occupations of respondents.
Occupations of Respondents

Number of
Answers

Expressed in %

1

Wood Processing Engineers

56

20.74

2

Architects
University Education
(unspecified)
Secondary Education

9

3.33

98

36.30

107

39.63

TOTAL

270

100.0

No.

3
4

Figure 1. Occupations of respondents

Analysis of data. Results
Regarding the adaptation of Wood Processing Engineers with the new technologies used
estimates are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Adaptation of Wood Processing Engineers with the new technologies
Assessment

Yes

No

Partly

I do not know

Number of Answers

108

30

121

10

Expressed in %

40

11.11

44.81

3.7

Figure 2. Adaptation of Wood Processing Engineers with the new technologies
As shown in table and figure 2, most respondents think that Wood Processing Engineers do not
fit properly with the new technologies. There are about 11% of them who have said No.
Meanwhile, 45% of the respondents say that Wood Processing Engineers fit partially. In this way
we can reason that in total about 56% of the respondents have reservations about the training of
engineers in terms of new technologies. Taking also some of the respondents who have answered;
I do not know, they have hesitated to say No, this percentage is even higher. Only 40% of the
respondents think positively.
Through the survey (following the question about new technologies) an answer was taken
through the auxiliary question: Do you have any comments about this?
Answers were given in words (in text form) and were carefully analyzed by grouping the same
and similar or similar answers. This highlighted a number of problems.
According to respondents, new technologies are not only mass applied in their companies, but,
more and more, they are growing rapidly and becoming more and more advanced. Machinery
and new technology lines require a qualified staff. The problem faced is the lack of qualified staff
for the use of these systems and machineries. This requires scientific preparation and training of
specialists on the practical level. According to the respondents, questions also arise for the
theoretical and scientific training of graduates. They strive to link the rapid development of
technology and the coherence of the university at least parallel to it. Respondents point to new
technologies, CAD systems, CAMs, and technological machineries and lines that follow these
systems. In Albania, market needs are met by Wood Processing Engineers and trained specialists.
Trained specilists can not meet their needs because they lack basic theoretical knowledge or
technological principles that can not be taught except in the University. We add here the fact that
most of them are with secondary vocational education. Trainings that are held mainly by
companies that bring machinery and technology lines but also individual vocational courses of
specialists do not solve this problem.
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Respondents see the solution to engineers in general and to Wood Processing Engineers in
particular. From the analysis of all the answers received it turns out that the main problem is the
practicing of students in internships during the studies. Graduates conduct a 10-week internship;
what is called professional practice, even at the end of it, they draft a report on the experience
gained. The result of the survey shows that this is not only insufficient in time but also from the
qualitative point of view, it is improperly conducted. The students develop their internship at the
production entities, either on the basis of individual recognition or through the faculty and
business agreements. As regards the practicing or development of students’ internship, we have
concluded that:
One of the possibilities is through paid employment, ie. that the student is hired or paid for the
work done. A paid job is more motivating than an unpaid job. In general, there is a small category
of those who think that the student should be interested and motivated with regard to studies and
more in putting his knowledge gained into practice. But there are opinions that go against the
idea of payment with the reasoning that the student is learning, I am helping him, I am creating
him the opportunity to practice, use the machineries, technology, etc..
The analysis clearly shows a higher appreciation for the practice development through paid
employment. This is assessed as the most effective method for the student. Respondents have had
cases that have been expressed that this way the student becomes more responsible also in the
use of machinery and raw materials. Of course payment is supposed to be symbolic and subject
to production, work position and performance. For the way of organizing either in student groups
or individually, there is no clear conclusion as the answers are very close.

Another way of results interpretation.

Another argument that justifies the necessity of engineers' training on new technologies are the
opinions of respondents based on what a Wood Processing Engineer should know. Regarding the
knowledge on new technologies, respondents note that they are indispensable. They have
expressed reservations about the training of engineers in many different forms. Comments of
respondents on field-related knowledge are diverse and grouped as follows:
A Wood Processing Engineer needs to be professionally qualified, which in the opinion of 39%
of respondents means:
- to have knowledge on wood and other wood-based materials, its physical and mechanical
properties;
- wood machineries and mechanical processing lines used in Albania;
- the structure of its production, organization and management;
- knowledge and oversight of projects, budgeting and costs, etc.
A Wood Processing Engineer should have design skills (architecture and design) that in the
opinion of 20% of the respondents means:
- to know the design area in general;
- be capable of conceiving and designing furniture and ornaments;
- to design or sketch their variety.
A Wood Processing Engineer should be more practically prepared (more practice), which in the
opinion of 11% of respondents means:
- are not practically able or lack the appropriate applicable knowledge;
- there should be more professional practice in the curricula;
- should have experience from other countries;
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- there are also suggestions on the theory-practice sharing, 50% theory and 50% practice;
A Wood Processing Engineer needs to be able to use computer programs, which in the opinion
of 10% of respondents means:
- to know well the computer programs such as microsoft office;
- to know mainly: CAD, CIM, 3D Max, etc.
A Wood Processing Engineer needs to be able to use new technologies, which in the opinion of
10% of respondents means:
- to know how to use new / modern technological lines;
- to have knowldge on machineries with digital commands;
A Wood Processing Engineer, in the opinion of 4% of respondents, should always have good
communication skills, including:
- group communication;
- and communication with the client;
The rest of the respondents who have preferred to express themselves on this question have given
different opinions as: foreign language knowledge about 3% and not properly prepared 3%.
Summing up the opinions of the surveyed, we hereby conclude that:
Design and practice skills relate to new technologies. Computer programs are a necessity. By
grouping these with the answers specifically given to new technologies, it turns out that most of
the respondents or 51% of them maximally value the training of engineers with knowledge of
new technologies. Respondents point out that Wood Processing Engineers graduating from the
Faculty of Forestry do not fit properly with these technologies and the university has to do more
with regard to the training of graduates especially in the internship field.

Conclusions
Respondents believe that Wood Processing Engineers graduating in the Wood Industry
Department are not properly oriented towards the current labor market. Their responses express
the demand for; knowledge of new technologies, design skills, computer software, professional
skills, etc.
The results show that Wood Processing Engineers do not adapt properly to the new technologies.
Respondents express themselves with reservations about engineers who only complete the first
level of Bachelor studies. Internship should have a duration of more than 10 weeks that it
currently has. It is evaluated as most effective for the student developing the practice through
paid employment. The demand for excellence should not be considered as an utopia, but as a
necessity to make it possible to adapt to technological innovations.

Recommendations

Academic curriculums should be designed in accordance with the development of scientific and
technological knowledge and in accordance with all new teaching methodologies. They must be
flexible and provide the necessary competences for business and economy needs. Teaching
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methods should ensure the acquisition of new information and its transmission in the most
attractive way. The organization of the curriculum and its content should be adapted to
technological and scientific developments. If we do not anticipate the development, the least that
needs to be done is to move parallel to it. We must think of changing the concept of internship
with the aim of carrying out the practice with concrete themes in the field and strengthen links
with businesses.
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Abstract. Kosovo is a new country with a goal to integrate quickly into the large family of EU
countries. To achieve this, old work practices are changing, and new practices are also being
applied in different fields of human activity. Real estate property plays an important role in the
process of economic development and is considered as sacred. To be treated this way, the
property must be evaluated correctly. Following the examples of EU countries, the Kosovo
institutions have organized training, testing and licensing of the first domestic real estate
appraisers. The basic data to perform this profession are scarce, incomplete or even misleading.
Currently, only banks require real estate appraisal of properties. The property left as a mortgage
loan should be valued by licensed professionals. In the future it is expected that the appraisal of
real estate property will be mandatory for every real estate transaction between parties. This paper
seeks to highlight the challenges faced by real estate appraisers in their day-to-day work in
Kosovo's conditions.
Keywords: Real estate, construction, property value, economy, law

Definitions
Real estate is the land including the air over it and the underground (including the mineral rights)
and all the buildings or structures built upon it.
An appraisal is estimation of a value. It is defined as a valuation, because valuation does not
declare a value nor fix it.
An appraisal is only a person's opinion based on any skills, training, data, dedication and / or
objectivity that this person possesses.
The purpose of most real estate appraisals is to estimate Market Value.
Market Value is defined as the most likely sale price of a property in a competitive and open
market.
The basis of appraisal of the Market Value is defined by the European Valuation Standards: “The
estimated amount for which the property should exchange on the date of valuation between a
willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction after proper marketing wherein
the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without being under compulsion.”
According to the Regulation "On the Procedures and Criteria for Licensing of Natural Persons as
Real Property Valuers", eligible person to become licensed appraisal in Kosovo should have a
university degree in: Construction, Geodesy, Architecture, Economics, Agriculture and Forestry,
Mathematics and Law.
Licenses for appraisal are issued by Ministry of Finance, Supervisory Board for Licensing of
Real Estate Appraisers in coordination with Kosova Chamber of Commerce after eligible person
follows all modules of training for appraisal and passes successfully tests from all modules.
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Procedures
Steps to perform an appraisal of real estate are: signing the contract for assignment, gathering of
information, processing of information, drafting of the report and calculating the value of the
property. The orderer of the assignment is not necessarily the owner of the property. He may be
an interested party to purchase the property or the bank issuing the loan to the owner of the
property.

OWNER

ORDERER

PROPERTY

APPRAISSER

Fig. 1. Property stakeholders in appraisal process
As in any profession, information determines the steps of solving the problem, and in our case
this information affects heavily the final value of the property.
Depending on used methods of the appraisal we encounter different challenges. The most
commonly used method is the comparison method. The biggest challenge is to gather accurate
and comprehensive information regarding the property.
When the orderer of the assignment is also the owner of property, he thinks he has the right to
influence on the value of the property and possibly offers higher service fees to artificially
increase the value of the property. Other case is when intervention is made to lower the value of
property thus lowering possible taxes. The appraiser should never be affected by any intervention
by violating the code of ethics and endangering license revocation.

Market conditions
Institutions which have property sale transactions data avoid disclosure of this information to
third-parties. Therefore gathering of information in most cases is incomplete and not up-to-date.
A good source of information could be property tax bill. But since the appraisal is not done
individually for each property, but mass appraisal is used, the value of the property in the property
tax document does not reflect at all the market value of the property. There are times when market
value is even more than double of the calculated value of property for tax purpose.
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Real estate agencies have a big role in establishing market value, but most of them are unqualified
and not licensed to perform professional appraisal. They are not taking into consideration all
details required and they tend to increase property values because their provision is defined as
percentage of property value.
The existing legal framework is inadequate. The law on appraisal does not exist yet. Profession
of real estate appraiser is regulated only by administrative and regulatory instructions.
For this reason this profession is not widely required, except in banking institutions. There are
rare cases of property appraisal requests that are outside the scope of the bank activities.
Based on this, the number of current licensed appraisers is high. The law needs to come into force
to increase the need and demand for even more appraisers in the future.
The Kosovo Appraisers Association is trying to speed up the process of drafting the law. In the
future it is expected that the appraisal of real estate property will be mandatory for every real
estate transaction between parties.
The basic source for a part of the data is found in the state geo-portal http://geoportal.rks-gov.net
with cadastral data for plots and orthophotos and is available to everybody for free.
Today, neither Kosovo Appraisers Association nor the Ministry of Finance have a complete list
of all licensed appraisers on their web site (it was available few years ago). List is available upon
request end justification of its usage. This list is not up to date, it has errors and shortcomings. It
does not include primary profession of appraiser nor residence.

Fig. 2. Number and percentage of issued licenses
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Fig. 3. Number and percentage of license validity

Fig. 4. Number and percentage of I-st Grade licenses
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Fig. 5. Number and percentage of I-st A Grade licenses

Challenges
As a licensed appraiser I will mention main challenges while performing this profession:
• Lack of transaction contracts between seller and buyer
• Transactions with unrealistic value (lower value of the property to lower taxes)
• Property Documentation - on behalf of dead person’s name
• Property Documentation - ownership on behalf of the first owner – (no legal transaction from
seller to buyer)
• Property Documentation - declaration of ownership by several owners for the same property
(same property sold to two or more buyers - not providing any paper work)
• Property Documentation does not represent factual situation of the property (property
incurred changes)
• Intervention on real estate value from bank managers for preferred client properties (violation
of Code of Ethics)
• Lack of law
• Lack of required appraisal services
• Low prices for appraisal services

Conclusions
We are in the information age. Today, from the office, we can get information from every corner
of the world. Information is power and as such its possessors may seek monetary reward for
sharing it. Since the state institutions have transaction data they can create a digital database
platform for real estate property sales. Access to this database should be granted to licensed
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appraisers against a reasonable fee. Gathering of information would be fast, accurate and up to
date.
In some countries this is done by large companies which deal with property appraisal and are
well aware of transactions occurring in a given market.
In the beginning, many eligible persons with enthusiasm spent their money and time going
through trainings and tests. Statistics show that today 120 licenses (38.2%) expired. This number
will be even higher and they will not renew their licenses if challenges remain the same.
Main reasons for appraisers to abandon this profession are economical – supply and demand.
There is very little demand and supply is very high. Actually market is saturated with licensed
appraisers. State can solve this problem by drafting and approving legal framework which
requires real estate appraisal for every property transaction. Also state can fix minimal fees
similarly as it is defined for notary services.
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Abstract. Wastes in coal quarries and coal power plants are significant issues. Coal washing
plant tailings as waste coal powder is one of these issues. Today, their ecological and economical
utilization, control and management are of main subjects for ongoing researches throughout the
world. On the other hand, researchers still carry out intense investigations on the production of
lightweight and sustainable products for construction industry. In Turkey, approximately 20 coal
mines and 1 coal power plant do have coal washing plant. In this study, waste coal powder
obtained from Soma, Manisa were replaced with clay obtained from Niğde Kolsuz Region in
amount of 10%, 20% and 30% by weight and fired at 1000 ° C to produce bricks. Unit weight,
compressive strength, flexural tensile strength and water absorption tests were carried out on the
samples. Experimental results showed that the addition of coal powder at the replacement ratio
of 10% increased the compressive strength and flexural tensile strength of the samples. Use of
produced samples in the construction industry will provide produce of high strength bricks of
developed features besides contributing to the utilization of coal powder by recycling.
Keywords: Brick, Kolsuz clay, coal powder, compressive strength, flexural-tensile strength.

Introduction
Brick, one of the oldest building materials of the history of civilization has come up to today
saving its significance for the construction industry against the other materials and covered a
wide range of area of utilization. Brick has a place in traditional construction systems since it has
qualifications, such as its structure, physical and load-bearing characteristics, to meet a number
of requirements in the construction industry.
Today, alternative building materials to brick are being produced with the use of developed
technologies in the construction industry. However, bricks produced by using natural and
recyclable sources remains as a significant building component for sustainable and energy
effective design. For this purpose, it stands as an important task to improve its prevalent features
and produce it more economically. To reach to this goal, researchers are conducting studies which
miscellaneous additives and/or industrial by-products are used in. In the literature, there are
studies in which a variety of raw and waste materials such as fly ash, hematite, marble powder,
volcanic tuff, quartz, diatomite, siderite, red mud and coal powder are used to improve features
of bricks [1-4].
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Bideci and Sallı Bideci [5], investigated usability of diatomite in brick production. For this
purpose, they added diatomite into the brick paste at ratios of 10%, 20% and 30% by weight and
fired the bricks at temperatures 800°C, 900°C and 1000°C. They reported that the samples with
20% diatomite addition and fired at 900°C yielded positive results.
In another study, usability of Etibor, Kırka Borax Plant concentrator wastes in the production of
pressed brick as element was investigated [6]. Bricks were produced by adding two different
boron wastes at ratios of 5 and 20% to the brick blend. Samples were tested for cooking
capabilities, post-cooking compressive strengths, end-point flexural strengths, water absorption
and brittleness. It was reported that boron wastes significantly decreased baking temperatures,
water absorption values and brittleness properties of the samples.
Bentli et al. [7], studied usability of fly ash from thermal power plants in production of brick as
additive. Fly ash obtained from Seyitömer thermal power plant was used at ratios between 2.5%
and 15%. Fly ash addition did not cause a distinct change in drying, cooking and overall
contraction though it caused unit weight to increase slightly. Strength and water absorption values
were determined to have decreased.
Çelik et al. [8], produced bricks with addition of certain amounts of pumice to clay paste.
According to the test results, addition of pumice 1 mm in size increased the compressive strength
of the samples by about 36% while addition of pumice 2 mm in size caused a decrease in the
strength by about 16%. It was reported that the samples that were produced were found to be
applicable in the construction industry.
In this study, some physical and mechanical characteristics of bricks produced using coal powder
as additive. By using waste coal powder as a cheap raw material, waste material would be
revalorised as an economic input and storage costs would be decreased besides features of the
standard bricks would be improved.

Materials and Methods
Clay obtained from Kolsuz region (Niğde, Turkey) and used in the study are found in Kızılbayır
Formation. Kızılbayır Formation is composed, from bottom to the top, of a loose cemented
conglomerate, red green mudstone-claystone and lenticular pebble layer respectively. Granules
in Kolsuz clay are not well-bonded with each other but are colligated by means of calcite, silica
and iron oxide cement. The gravels of the unit are mostly composed of sandstone, greywacke,
claystone, limestone, mam, volcanic rocks, grandoritic, gabbro, quartzite, chert and serpentinite.
Metaphoric rock fragments are also observed in some places.
Petrographic studies showed that rocks (Kolsuz Clay) obtained from Kızılbayır Formation
consisted of feldspar, quartz, calcite, volcanic rock fragments, magmatic rock fragments (gabbro
serpentinite), metamorphic rock fragments (quartzite), carbonaceous rock fragments (micritic
limestone, mam) and clastic sedimentary rock fragments (sandstone, greywacke, claystone), and
calcium carbonate was determined to be the binding agent nearly in all rocks [9]. Clay from
quarries in Kolsuz region was ground by means of a ring mill, and sifted through a 500 µm square
mesh sieve (Fig. 1). The chemical composition of the clay was given in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Kolsuz clay

Table 1. Chemical properties of Kolsuz clay
Oxide (%)
Clay

SiO2
50.97

Al2O3
11.58

Fe2O3
6.67

CaO
8.4

MgO
3.9

SO3
0.1

Na2O
1.83

K2O
2.31

LOI
13.63

Coal washing plant tailings were obtained from a washing plant in Soma, Manisa, Turkey (Fig
2). Waste coal powder was also ground in a ring mill, sifted through a 500 µm square mesh sieve
and added into the mixtures. Carbon results of coal powder were given in Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Waste coal powder
Table 2. Carbon results
Total carbon (mg/L)
Organic carbon (mg/L)
İmbat
179,8
146,9
Işıklar
143,3
166,6
Dereköy
185,6
145,2
Mixtures were prepared by adding waste coal powder at ratios of 10%, 20% and 30% by weight
in addition to control pastes prepared only from clay. Compositions of mixtures were given in
Table 3.
Table 3. Composition of the mixtures
Mixture
Firing temperature
Clay
Coal powder
Water
(°C)
(g)
(g)
(g)
M0
1000
200
1000
M10
1000
100
170
1000
M20
1000
200
180
1000
M30
1000
300
200
1000
Mixtures were paced into moulds 40x40x160 mm in size, and kept in the laboratory medium for
24 hours to let them tighten enough to be removed from moulds. After 24 hours, they were
removed and kept in drying-oven at 100±2°C for another 24 hours to allow the samples to release
the water contained in the paste. Brick samples were placed into an electric furnace heated to
1000±5 °C at a temperature increase rate of 8 °C/min, and fired for a period of 24 hours. After
the samples were cooled off to the room temperature, then compressive strength, flexural strength
tests and measurements for unit weight and water absorption values were conducted.
Compressive and flexural strength tests were conducted in accordance with the standard TS EN
1015-11 [10], and water absorption values were measured in accordance with TS 3624 [11].
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Fig. 3. Specimens with coal powder additive (from left to right M0, M10, M20 and M30)

Results and Discussion
Unit weights, compressive and flexural strengths of the produced samples were given
in Table 4.
Table 4. Unit weights, compressive and flexural tensile strengths of the specimens
Unit weight
Compressive strength
Flexural tensile strength
Mixture
(g/cm3)
(N/mm2)
(N/mm2)
M0
1.77
25.8
1.79
M10
1.71
29.7
2.11
M20
1.63
23.5
1.61
M30
1.54
18.6
1.72

Unit Weight
When Table 4 examined, it is seen that unit weights of the samples with waste coal powder
additive change between 1.54-1.71 g/cm3. Unit weights decrease with increasing amount of coal
powder additive. This is due to the fact that coal powder additive has undergone ignition loss
during firing procedure and thus left the paste under firing. The relationship diagram of the coal
powder with unit weights were given in Figure 4.
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Unit weight (g/cm3)
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Fig. 4. The effect of coal powder additive on the unit weights

Compressive Strength
As seen in Table 4, control samples produced solely from clay and at 1000 °C yielded the
compressive strength as 25,8 N/mm2. Those of the samples with waste coal powder varies
between 18.6 and 29.7 N/mm2. Strength of the samples with 10% coal powder was determined
to be higher than control samples.
As shown in Figure 5, samples with 10% coal additive exhibited higher strength than those with
other replacement ratios. This result suggests that 10% coal powder additive and 1000 °C firing
temperature bear a positive effect for a high strength brick production. Though coal powder
replacement higher than 10% rate does not have a strength-rising effect on the samples it is
suggestible that a replacement ratio between 20% and 30% is proper to produce bricks that have
moderate compressive strength (at about a level of 20 N/mm2) and cost. Increased coal powder
ratio is certain to contribute positively to heat and sound insulation properties of the bricks in
spite of their reducing effects in compressive strength. These impacts could be themes of further
studies.
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Compressive strength (N/mm2)
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Fig. 5. The effect of coal powder replacement on the compressive strengths.

Flexural Tensile Strength

Flexural tensile strength (N/mm2)

Flexural strengths of the samples exhibit parallel results to the compressive strengths. When the
values given in Table 4 and Figure 6 are studied, it is observed that flexural strengths of the
samples with 10% coal powder additive have yielded higher values than those of the control
samples. As the coal powder ratio was increased to 20 and 30%, flexural tensile strength was
observed to have decreased. Thus, it was concluded that 10% ratio of coal powder additive could
be suggested to be used to produce bricks of high compressive and flexural strengths since both
had an increasing effect on these two parameters.
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Fig. 6. The effect of coal powder replacement on the flexural tensile strength

Water Absorption Ratio
To measure water absorption ratios of the samples, each sample was first dried in an electric oven
for 24 hours, and then they were weighed. Then, dried samples were kept in water for another 24
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hours and finally, and saturated weights were measured. Water absorption ratios by weight were
given in Table 5 and Figure 7.
Table 5. Water absorption ratios of the specimens
Water absorption ratio
Mixture
by weight (%)
M0
19.4
M10
20.2
M20
23.3
M30
27.7
By Table 5 and Figure 7, it could be seen that water absorption ratios of the samples with coal
powder vary between 20.2 and 27.7% while that of control samples are 19.4%. as the coal powder
amount in mixtures increased, water absorption ratios did increase as well. This shows that coal
powder additive has increased the porosity of the samples. However, water absorption value for
the samples with 10% coal powder additive was determined to have been close to the control
samples.
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Fig. 7. The effect of coal powder replacement on the waster absorption ratio

Conclusions
In this study, use of waste coal powder obtained from Soma, Manisa, Turkey, in the production
of bricks made up of clay from Kolsuz region, Niğde, Turkey. In the light of the findings, the
following results were concluded.
•
•

Unit weights of the samples were determined to have decreased with the increasing ratio of
waste coal powder. This has sourced from the fact that coal powder underwent ignition loss
at high firing temperatures and thus left the paste.
Coal powder additive at 10% ratio increased the compressive and flexural tensile strength
values of the samples.
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•

Water absorption ratios of the samples generally increased with the increasing coal powder
ratio. This shows that waste coal powder additive has caused the porosity of the samples to
increase.
The authors suggest that researchers should make further endeavour to produce qualitatively
more improved products by using all other miscellaneous clay types found in Niğde quarries that
exhibit a rich variety of industrial minerals. Types of other waste materials could be used as
additives or coal powder ratios could be diversified further to study more possible effects studied or not yet studied-. These products would absolutely make great contribution to the efforts
to create a more sustainable environment within the framework of energy conservation and reuse of waste materials.
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Introduction
This section provides an overview of the current climate conditions in the project area, overall
climate change trends, the need and relevance to considering the climate change factors in process
of planning and implementing the wastewater infrastructure projects, briefly elaborated potential
climate change risks and associated adaptation measures related to the sewerage network
construction (expansion).
It is important to be mentioned that addressing the climate change issues in Kosovo is still at
early stage1, hence both the institutional and legal framework still does not provide the necessary
guidelines, details and requirements for addressing the climate risks, especially at project level.
A climate Change Strategy and associated Action plan, including adaptation component has been
developed, but not yet adopted. There are no vulnerability and/or climate risk assessment studies.
Due to the lack of climate change forecasting / prediction, and lack of climate change impact
studies in the project area (no need to mention at project site level) reference to the climate change
effects, and related impacts (temperature increase, floods, droughts etc) is made to other sources,
mostly at European level.

Climate conditions - meteorological data2.
Gjakova - The climate of Gjakova is characterized by its geographical position and its location
in the Dukagjini Plain. It can be termed continental, but has some Mediterranean influence
coming through some lower parts of the Albanian Alps from the Adriatic Sea in the West. The
average annual rainfall is 982 mm. The maximum precipitation is during the winter months of
November to January as rain, but also as snow, whereas the lowest precipitation is found in
summer from June to August. This clearly indicates the Mediterranean impact. In the higher parts
of the mountains precipitation is much higher and may easily exceed 1,200 mm/year. The heavy
snowfall in winter results together with the low temperatures at altitudes of more than 2,000 m
a.s.l. in thick layers of snow covering the mountains far into June. The melting snow feeds the
rivers, lakes and aquifers in the lower parts and helps to secure water supply during the
comparatively dry summer months.

Progress report for Kosovo 2018 – European Commission https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhoodenlargement/sites/near/files/20180417-kosovo-report.pdf
2 Climate data taken from SEWAGE DISPOSAL KOSOVO SOUTHWEST Feasibility Studies
for Gjakova, Peja and Prizren.
1
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The yearly average temperature is 10.3 ºC. The lowest temperatures are measured in January; the
warmest months are July and August. These temperatures are characteristic for a moderate
continental climate.

Peja - The climate of Peja is characterized by its geographical position and its location in the
Dukagjini Plain at the foot of the high mountain ranges of the Albanian Alps. It can be termed
continental, but has some Mediterranean influence. The average annual rainfall is 890 mm on
145 days. The maximum precipitation is during the winter months of November to January as
rain but also as snow, whereas the lowest precipitation is found in summer from June to
September. This clearly indicates a Mediterranean influence. In the higher parts of the near
mountains precipitation is much higher and may easily exceed 1.200 mm/year. The heavy
snowfall in winter results together with the low temperatures at altitudes of more than 2.000 m
a.s.l. in thick layers of snow covering the mountains far into June. The melting snow feeds the
rivers and aquifers and helps to secure water supply during the comparatively dry summer
months. The yearly average temperature is 10,3ºC. The lowest temperatures are measured in
January; the warmest months are July and August. These temperatures are characteristic for a
moderate continental climate.
Prizren - According to the geographical position, the area of Prizren is characterized by median
continental climate and mountain climate. However, the southern part of the Dukagjini Plain,
through the draw of Drini i Bardhi River, is open to the influence of modified Mediterranean
climate, characteristically with very variable air temperature and rainfalls unevenly distributed
over the year (higher concentration of rainfalls in the cold time of the year). The precipitations
have been recorded and analyzed at the Prizren meteorological station for 1948-1978. In Prizren,
the average annual rainfall is 747 mm, which is lower than the average of annual rainfall in the
Drini i Bardhi basin (962 mm) as well as the average value in Kosovo (892 mm). The highest
precipitation occurs in November, December and May. Due to the influence of the maritime
regime, rainfalls are a bit higher in the cold seasons (October to March), representing 53 % of the
annual sum. In general the Lumbardhi i Prizrenit basin lies between the isohyets 700 mm (plain)
to 1,200 mm, in the spring area of the Sharr Mountains. The yearly average temperature is 11.9
ºC, which is the highest value in Kosovo. The lowest temperatures are measured in January; the
warmest months are June, July and August. These temperatures are characteristic for a moderate
continental climate with some maritime influence.
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Figure: precipitations in Kosovo 1900-20143

Figure: Air temperature 1900-20144
The two figures above, show the historical precipitation and air temperature data. It is obvious
that in the last two decades, the recorded temperatures show for an increase.

Climate change outlook
Global mean temperature has increased by 0.85 °C since reliable measurements began in 1880
and is projected to increase further by the end of the 21st century — by between 1.0 °C, assuming
strong emissions abatement, and 3.7 °C5, assuming high emissions.
Climate change projections indicate that existing climate variability will be increased, with
warmer temperatures and more irregularity in precipitation in the region. Weather patterns are
already changing, leading to more frequent droughts, floods, and forest fires. Although summer
precipitation is expected to decrease, the intensity may well increase. Hence, there is a risk for
enhanced occurrences of heat waves, droughts and forest fires, as well as floods6.
The Dukagjini region of Kosovo, where the municipalities of the project area (Peje, Gjakove,
Prizren) area, is dominated by the continental climate but also influenced by Mediterranean
climate. This is reflected in the SOER 2015 report of the EEA, showing the climate change
impacts in different European regions, including Kosovo. The map below, and the associated
legend shows for expected impacts.
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State of the Environment Report 2015. Kosovo Environmental Protection Agency
State of the Environment Report 2015. Kosovo Environmental Protection Agency
5 Global Megatrends – SOER 2015-EEA
6
Kosovo
National
Water
Strategy
2017-2036;
http://knmu.kryeministriks.net/repository/docs/Water_Strategy_final.pdf
4
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Main climate change effects
Climate change will have a variety of effects, especially on cities on the respective infrastructure.
The most likely effects are an increase in extreme weather events like flooding, storms, and
heatwaves. This could have a serious effect on urban infrastructure such as transport systems,
sewage systems, and even food-delivery systems. In heavy rainfalls and floods, the danger is that
the drainage and sewage systems cannot cope7.
Climate change places pressure on ′hard′ infrastructure such as roads, houses, and sewage
systems. But it also places pressure on ′soft′ infrastructure such as health systems. This is very
evident in events such as heatwaves, which are another problem for urban areas. Cities create
′heat islands′ that are far warmer than rural areas.

7

Signals 2015 – European environment Agency
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In addition, climatic hazards have a much greater impact than should normally be the case in
country such as Kosovo, owing to a high degree of vulnerability. This is the result of a variety of
factors, including: unprecedented construction boom and urbanization since 1999; Illegal
construction in hazard zones and failure to adhere to building codes; Inadequate design of
drainage and sewage systems; Inadequate land use and municipal planning increase population
exposure to hazards; Unsustainable water management and agronomic practices, deforestation,
and destruction of slopes by mining activities.

Climate risk assessment - sewerage expansion
The process of managing climate risks, involves identifying which climate hazards the project is
vulnerable to, assessing the level of risk and integrate adaptation measures to reduce that risk to
an acceptable level. The assessment considers the current climate variability and future climate
change. The process should be based on sound data and forecasts. There are general tools to be
used for screening and determining the climate risks, and the respective adaptation measures.
Most of the cases simple tables that include i) activity/action; ii) potential risk assessment; and
iii) adaptation measure, are used.
For the risk assessment of sewerage network expansion, two main climate change factors are
considered.
1. Rainfall
If an area experiences extreme amounts of intense or high precipitation, flooding or other failure
modes such as system overloading can occur if not considered during design. When precipitation
is low, additional demand on water resources is normal. If an area is prone to drought this must
be figured into the design of water infrastructure in order to prevent a failure in supply or
conveyance.
2.

Temperature

The temperature range in which design elements operate is important. Extremes in cold and heat
are integral design considerations. Extreme cold can cause design elements to freeze and fail
while extreme heat can cause them to overheat. In addition, heat can cause users to request
additional water supplies
The table in annex 1, provides the main risks resulting from the climate change, and that may
affect the sewerage and sanitation:
Rainfall
o Damage or disruption from river flooding;
o Damage or disruption from pluvial flooding;
o Droughts and low precipitation;
o Biological processes;
Temperature
o Severe heat;
o Severe snow, cold, ice;
o Altered capacity or efficiency;
o Subsidence and/or desiccation
o Biological processes;
o Demand for service;
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It may be concluded that all the above potential effects resulting from climate change, may lead
to the consequence that is: damage of the sewerage network. This should be considered in the
designing process, in the implementation (construction) process, selection of materials, as well
as in establishing the maintenance measures. A summary of the measures to be considered is
provided in the annex 2.
ANNEX 1. ILLUSTRATION OF CLIMATE IMPACTS ON INFRASTRUCTURE 8

Rainfall

ANNEX 2: TABLE OF CLIMATE CHANGE EFFECTS, RISKS, AND THE MEASURES
TO BE CONSIDERED
Climate Description
of Risk
Risk occurrence Adaptation measure
change
Risk
magnitude
effect
Damage
or L
Expansion of the In
the
designing
disruption
from (Low)
sewerage network process,
will
be
river flooding
will take place in considered the flood
urban areas of maps for each site, and
Gjakove, Prizren, the design will be
and
Peje. adjusted accordingly,
Riverbed in the by avoiding potential
urban areas is flooding sites.
well maintained
and occurrence of
floods is of low
frequency
and
low magnitude.

8 OECD:-CLIMATE-RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE: GETTING THE POLICIES RIGHT ENVIRONMENT WORKING PAPER No. 121
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Temperature

Damage or
disruption
from pluvial
flooding;

M
(Moderate)

Droughts and
low
precipitation;

M

Severe heat

M

Severe snow, cold,
ice

L

Altered capacity
or efficiency

L

This
risk
of
damage
from
pluvial flooding
is
likely,
especially in case
of
low
construction
quality,
inadequate
maintenance, and
in the cases of
combined
sewerage systems
(used for both
wastewater and
storm-water)
This risk may
affect
the
network, mostly
in case the quality
of
engineering
works and quality
of materials is not
adequate
Heat
waves
occurrence and
their duration is
one of expected to
be increased. The
risk for damage of
network can be
high in case of
inappropriate
engineering
works
and
inappropriate
materials selected
The risk for
damage is low. It
can be high in
case
of
inappropriate
engineering
works
and
inappropriate
materials selected
In case of longlasting extreme
temperatures

To the extent possible,
and considering the cost
benefit analysis, the
design process, the
volume of the pipes and
the manholes will be
selected/constructed to
respond to this risk.
Prevention
measures
will be included into the
operations
and
maintenance plan.

In the process of the
design,
engineering
works, and the network
materials, this will be
reflected,
especially
considering
the
projected lifespan of the
network.
Attention will be paid to
engineering works and
selection of temperature
resistant materials

Attention will be paid to
engineering works and
selection of resistant
materials

Specific maintenance
operations will be
planned especially for
the
periods
when
extreme
heat
is
expected;
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Subsidence
desiccation

/

M

In case of longlasting extreme
temperatures

The
design
and
engineering works will
consider maximizing
stability of network
considering
the
increased temperatures.
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Abstract. The paper presents a small-scale physical and numerical modeling of slope stability.
The aim is to define the critical angle at which slope failure occurs. The slope material used is
uniform sandy material used in Topolnica tailing dam construction. An extensive laboratory tests
have been made to determine the physical and mechanical properties of the soil. In this study two
physical experiments were performed, in addition to which also two numerical models, Finite
element method and Limit equilibrium method, were calculated. The first experimental model
refers to slope angle of 45 degrees with increasing load on the top is simulating an upslope
extension until the failure occurs. The second experimental model has a different mechanism
which instead of changing load a raising upward motion is used to increase the slope angle until
failure. The results show that the first slope fails when 13 kPa external load was applied. In the
second case the failure occurs at slope angle of 62 degrees. A shallow slope failure occurs in both
cases. Finally, the experimental results are validated with two numerical models, the first one
presenting a safety factor while the other a stress-deformation distribution. The results from the
physical and numerical modeling are in perfect agreement
Keywords: Small-scale physical modeling, Numerical modeling, Slope stability, Critical slope
angle.

Introduction
The slope stability depends on numerous factors, such as the lithological and morphological
conditions, mechanical properties etc. Another very important indicator of instability could be
the climatic perturbations especially the rainfall [1]. The listed factors in combination usually
influence together the slope instability [2].
The investigation is organized and performed in three phases. In the first phase the material
properties were determined through laboratory tests. The second phase is the physical modeling,
when two different small-scale experiments were executed. In the last phase two numerical
calculations were performed and compared with those from the experiments.
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Physical modeling
Material characterization
The slope material is characterized as silty sand uniform fine sand which is a byproduct of the
copper and flotation mine near Radovis, Macedonia. This material is used for the construction of
the Topolnica tailing dam. The testing samples are taken from four boreholes located over the
entire surface of the dam. An appropriate classification tests were carried out to define the
mechanical properties and deformation characteristics of the material.
According the obtained results, the following values can be adopted for further analysis:
• Specific gravity Gs = 2.72
• Dry bulk density γ d = 15.5 kN / m 3
• Optimum humidity ω = 22.5%
• Internal friction angle φ = 33 °
• Cohesion c = 0 kPa
• Compressibility modulus Mv 25-800 kPa = 1459.3-16814.7 kPa

Fig. 1. Granulometric curve
The sieve analysis produced a granulometric curve of the material which is shown in Figure 1.
The material contains 82.5% sand and 17.5% silt that classifies it as fine silty sand. The
coefficient of uniformity is Cu = 4.29 and the curvature coefficient is Cc = 1.51 [3].

Model description
In the first phase of this study, a simplified physical model was developed for determination of
the critical slope angle with different moisture percentage of the material.
A physical model with dimensions as shown in Figure 2a) (given in cm) was build. A material
with 3% of water content was placed into a box without compaction. The experiment was
performed by gradually lifting the box on one side causing the angle of the slope gradually
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increasing (Figure 2b). The change in the slope angle has generated a shallow slip surface which
progressed very fast until a sudden failure occurred.

a)

b)
Fig. 2. a) static and b) inclined physical model No.1

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Photos of the model a) before the test and b) after the test
Three models with different water content all smaller than the optimal were modeled:
• dry material with moisture of 0%
• assumed natural moisture of 3%, and
• 8.5% which is twice lower than the optimum moisture
The experiment on physical model No.1 was performed for loose and compacted dry material.
The first one is without compacting which is unstable at slope angle of 40 degrees which is due
to the looseness of the material. The second model differs in the density of the material, i.e. this
time it is evenly compacted in layers at a height of 5 cm, which does not determine any significant
difference from the first experiment thus it can be concluded that the critical angle of the modeled
slope is 40 degrees.
The experiment on physical model No.2 is considered a slope with moisture content of 3% and
angle variation increasing evenly at each cycle. The first crack was registered at slope angle of
57 degrees. For slope angle of 60 degrees some contours already start to appear. A shallow failure
occurred for a slope angle of 62 degrees.
The next experiment was carried out for material water content of 8.5%. The behavior of the
slope in this case was different due to the fact that the material was well compact. In the next
step, a physical model No.1 as in Figure 1 (a) with a moisture of 3% was build. In this case, the
slope remained constant (45°) while the height of the slope was increased by applying a uniformly
distributed load at the top of the slope (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Physical model No.2 a) a sketch and b) photos from before and after the test
The load increased until the moment when the mass sliding occurred. Each subsequent loading
step was smaller than the previous in order to gradually monitor the development of the slope
deformations. The slope behaves quite stable until the load of 6.5 kg without no cracks on the
slope. It is noted that the density of the material is dependent on the moisture. In this case the
additional loading of the slope only speeds up the consolidation process causing a saving of the
slope instead of the slope instability.

Numerical modeling
After the experiments a numerical two-dimensional analysis was performed with software Slide.
The goal was to confirm the critical slope angle for each experiment, compare the sliding surfaces
and determine the safety factor. Hence, a plane strain two-dimensional analysis was performed
with third dimension equal to the unity, thus the width of the physical model being
0.27 m (different from the unity) has to be corrected in the results obtained in Slide. The ratio is
needed to determine the critical uniformly distributed load. The correction is given by simple
proportion of dimensions, i.e. for the physical model:
• Width of the slope B = 0.27 m
• Area of loading A = 0.0182 m 2
• Distributed load P = 3.48 kPa
In the numerical model width and the area of loading is different, so it follows:
• Width of the slope B1 = 1 m
• Area of loading A1 = 0.07 m 2
According to the dimensions of the physical model and those of the numerical one a correction
of the applied load is made:
N1 = (N * P1) / P => N1 = 13.4 kPa

(1)

The results obtained from the numerical analysis of this method, in the case of a critical without
additional load (α=62°) and a critical axis with additional load (α=45 ° and N=13.5 kPa) are
given in Figures 4 and 5.
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Fig. 4. Critical sliding plane a) slope angle of 45° and b) slope angle of 62°

Back analysis
The last step was back analysis performed in the software Slide. With this analysis we can
determine cohesion and internal friction angle for factor of safety equal to 1.
The analysis was done for the slope of 45⸰ with additional load of 13.5 kN and without it. The
results are given on the diagrams below.

Fig. 5. Correlation between cohesion and factor of safety for the slope without additional loads
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Fig. 6. Correlation between internal friction angle and factor of safety for the slope without
additional loads

Fig. 7. Correlation between cohesion and factor of safety for the slope with additional loads

Fig. 8. Correlation between internal friction angle and factor of safety for the slope with
additional loads
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Conclusions
In this paper three experiments have been performed to determine the critical slope angle of
uniform fine sand. From the investigation it was concluded that the water content of the material
influences the results. For a moisture of 3% the critical angle of the slope with additional load is
45 °, while for a slope without additional load, the critical angle of the slope is 62°.
Later on these two models were calculated in a numerical analysis using the software Slide. The
analysis has confirmed the results, the critical slope angle, obtained on the physical supporting
them by an adequate factor of safety. For the model without additional load the results are the
same as obtained with physical modeling, i.e. for the slope angle of 62°, FS=1,003. For the model
with additional load this analyze also gives the same results as the physical analyze. To define
the load that would be equal to that added to a physical model, simple proportion was done, and
with that results numerical analyze was made. In this case, for the additional load of 13.4 kPa and
the slope angle 45°, FS=1.0.
After the numerical modelling, back analysis was made to determine internal friction angle and
cohesion of the material for FS=1. In the case, for additional load of 13.4 kPa and the slope angle
45°, c=1kPa and φ=33°, and in the case of the slope angle 45° without additional load, c=0.7kPa
and φ=22°.
Moreover, it these points, it can be considered that the moisture of the material is very important,
but it is the other topic that is planned for some other investigations in the future.
Finally, it was concluded that a very important factor in modeling is scale effect, and it is
suspected that because of the small dimensions of the physical model, the critical slope angle
without additional load on the slope is 62°, which is very steep inclination. This inclination was
difficult to be built in real proportions and is rare case in the nature, especially for fine sand
material.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to reduce water losses by presenting the unregistered
customer situation, the number and where they are mainly distributed. In the context of analyzing
the commercial and technical losses of the water in the Mitrovica region, a project for the
reduction of water losses was devised. Financial support for project realization is ensured by the
project funded by the Luxembourg Government for the Regional and Water Company Mitrovica,
which has enabled to implement a project with significant activities to reduce water losses.
During the project development we undertook site visits, field work evaluations were conducted
and frequent water supply meetings were held in order to achieve the goals mentioned in the
project for the start-up phase. The study also presents the findings of site visits, illegal connection
in water network, staff assessment regarding Information Management and GIS
Keywords: Water losses, illegal connection, GIS, Information Management

Introduction
Drinking water loss or Non-Revenue Water (NRW) threatens the financial viability of water
utilities and sustainable natural water resource management. To most water utilities, the level of
NRW is a key performance indicator of efficiency. However, most utilities tend to underestimate
NRW because of institutional and political pressures, as well as a lack of knowledge to properly
determine the NRW level.
Water Loss or Non-Revenue Water (NRW) represents inefficiency in water delivery and
measurement operations in transmission and distribution networks and, for some systems, can
amount to a sizeable proportion of total water production. The Water Losses for a whole system
or for a partial system are calculated as the difference of Systems lnput Volume and Authorized
Consumption. The Water Losses consist of Real and Apparent Losses:
•
Real Losses are physical losses of leaks, bursts and overflows from the pressurized
system, up to the point of metering on the service connections.
•
Apparent Losses consist of all types of meter inaccuracies (input, output, and customer
meters) and unauthorised consumption (theft and illegal use). Also termed as
commercial losses.
•
The work involved two phases, in the first phase included the review and updating of
the inventory of technical assets in the GIS system, followed by the second phase with
data collection in the Mitrovica region based on the objective of the work. The pilot's
aim was to identify:
•
Time required to obtain data on customers and the water supply network;
•
Time needed to translate this data into a spatial data system (GIS);
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•

Obstacles that would pose a challenge when extending data beyond the pilot zone and
recommend modifications to data capture methods that would put time efficiency
savings.

Any new problem, water connection, or defects identified in the water supply network by a field
team is reported by a collector of reports or from a client / client to the 'damage office'. Submitting
a written complaint shall be forwarded to the Planning and Development Department for review
and decision on the action required.
Problems identified in this area have been addressed to the department and are reviewed /
approved for necessary actions by the Head of Department. After fixing the problem, the
maintenance and repair team reports in writing and then decides whether to close the case or be
followed up with further action.
Regarding the communication and interaction between staff in terms of information management
and GIS, the project has found that there is room for improvement. Most of the interaction is adhoc during office planning and design processes or during site visits. The department's work
procedures are set out in the guidelines provided by WWRO and should be fully and continuously
observed and followed. Staff also join in some cases to convert the data or to report, record or
input the data. There is a tendency to keep records and documents only on hard-copy and
archiving without further distribution.
In summary, all affairs and problems identified on the ground are recorded only in printed copies
and are not recorded in electronic format and are specifically not integrated within the GIS.

Methods
This round of checking takes place about two weeks after the files have been sent to the Editorial
by the Contact Volume Editor, i.e. roughly seven weeks before the start of the conference for
conference proceedings, or seven weeks before the volume leaves the printer’s, for postproceedings. If SPS does not receive a reply from a particular contact author, within the
timeframe given, then it is presumed that the author has found no errors in the paper. The tight
publication schedule of LNCS does not allow SPS to send reminders or search for alternative
email addresses on the Internet.
In some cases, it is the Contact Volume Editor that checks all the pdfs. In such cases, the authors
are not involved in the checking phase.

Block division size
The prewar coordinate system used in former Yugoslavia (FryRef30) was in Gauss Kruger
projection; following separation each republic adopted its own unique local projection. For
Kosovo this is called KOSOVAREF01 (KosREF 01). Surveying experts state that this results in
shifts in different proportion in the different areas. FryRef30 had the rather cumbersome block
division of 500×750 meters, whilst the current block division is 4000×4000 meters and has
smaller divisions of 1000×1000 meters depending on detail and scale of use. The official
parameters of KosREF01 are as follows:
For the current project a block division of 500×500 meters, based on KosREF01, was used. This
block division covers Kosovo and it is compatible with that used by other regional water
companies in Kosovo. The official block division of 4000×4000 meters from the Kosovo
Cadastral Agency (KCA), is shown below for Mitrovica region and its component municipalities.
From the sub-divided grid in every 1000 x 1000 meters it is presented the RWCM water network
infrastructure in large scale for viewing purposes. For the block mapping purposes, the block
division for MRWC based on the KCA grid are subdivided again into 500 x 500m. This
subdivision is done for better management of the staff in the field and for data collection.
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This print screen of the map shows it can fit in current 24” plotter RWCM possess. This map is
used for data collection and it can fit 2 maps (cell size 500x500 meters) with paper dimension of
(0.61 x 1.15) meters in the scale 1:1000. The digitizing of air/space borne imagery has been
organized emanating outwards from the center of the town or based on the pilot area. During
component 2 the priority was to add a vector point to locate buildings with ortho‐photos and to
attribute these. New buildings were digitized as polygons and interlinked with consumer points.
Digitizing roads and other information from airborne imagery is too time consuming at this stage.
The GeoEye SPOT satellite imagery acquired on 11/21/2011 can only be used for the internal
work of RWCM. The satellite image received was converted to ECW format for fast screen
processing without degrading its resolution.

Data validation
Field teams are required to complete the relevant form which is linked to the paper map via a
unique reference number. The interviewer/surveyor adds the cadastral zone, neighborhood,
number of the map on the paper form and then signs and dates each record. Data entry staff
subsequently sign and date when data have been digitized and entered into the GIS. The GIS
officer validates data and has the responsibility for these.
For reference purposes all paper maps and forms should be saved in a secure location. The volume
of data to be validated is based on the block mapping sheets finished. Only those maps that are
fully interviewed in the field and entered into GIS system form the RWCM employee. The team
compares the data from the paper forms for any misinformation
The map below shows a print screen of the paper map from the field with hand written unique
numbers for each house hold identified by the bill collectors.

Figure 1. Print screen of paper maps with information from the field
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Design of recording procedure of the validated data
The registration procedure for the exercise of map blocking is defined in the official written
communication between the officials of RWCM; where it is understood that the data obtained on
the ground should be certified by the specialized IT team. Each field team is obligated to present
to the Planning department a fully annotated printed map with information for each house
together with all related forms. These data are digitized and attributed; for each form there is an
obligation to write the name of the data entry operator and the date when the data were
electronically entered into GIS system. The block paper maps together with the related forms and
the vector data and then forwarded for final approval. As part of the quality control protocol, IT
team runs queries to check for duplicates customer names, billing numbers, water meters and
other anomalies.
The method of establishing location in the field switched from GPS to paper maps. The GPS
suffers from poor locational accuracy when close buildings and particularly so in urban areas,
which would lead to unavoidable manual downstream data cleaning. Hence the use of paper maps
is preferred for this activity.

Briefing survey teams form filling
Each field team was briefed on their role and the standard of work expected of them. Briefings
addressed the method of locating houses using paper maps, the structure of the data recording
form and how to link map reference numbers to the form. Each customer has the coordinates and
billing numbers given from the billing officer from his sheets for each area, those who found new
RWCM customer and doesn’t have billing number they are forced to write as unregistered for
further investigation from RWCM.
IT team conducted a survey in one pilot zone for 5 days with one RWCM field team. In this pilot
zone it was engaged bill collector who he lead us to every costumers and in the mean time we
designed the form what information at this stage we can collect in order the process to go faster
and qualitative. In this pilot zone we found most of the issues that each team can face in the field
and how to solve. During the pilot zone with one team we calculated roughly one team to collect
at least 50 costumers per day during the working hours In the table showed below is the actual
volume of the data collected per map sheet.
Monthly Progress Report of cartographic block has been issued with data records collected on
the ground and placed in GIS. Only data that has been validated by the IT team have been shown
to PCUs on thematic maps. The following map shows dates embedded in GIS after verification.
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Figure 2. Blok hарrography
Field teams that are set in cooperation with the Technical Director RWC Mitrovica will be: for
Mitrovica 3 teams, 1 + 1 team for Vushtrri and 1 team for Skenderaj. In these teams every bill
collector for their dedicated regions will be included in collecting data due to accelerating the
works as well the population in each region recognize their bill collector. This issue we had for
pilot zone, people in the street, literally they stopped and asked us why and what we are doing in
their neighborhoods before they saw that we are together with bill collector and we came to work
for RWCM so the explanation is easy to them because bill collector talks with them.
Bill Collectors in their regions will lead these teams and at the same time will perform their daily
duties without obstruction. Teams will be in every place where the bill collector has priority for
delivery of invoices as well as for collection of payments (money collecting).
All necessary maps for field will be printed in scale 1: 1000, year 2009 with ortho‐photo
background
and will deliver the to all teams relevant forms approved earlier.
During the field survey it was requested for Vushtrri Municipality to create additional team (1
+1) without any extra payment from the dedicated budget for this project. Below is the simple
table of calculation for total number of costumers

Progress of the block mapping exercise
Despite initial challenges relating to the willingness of RWCM staff to perform to the level to
which they were trained, progress of the exercise to date has been good. This is attributed in no
small part to the support of RWCM management, CEO and Technical Director, who facilitated
the exercise by providing necessary resources.

Supervision of progress and quality of the digitizing
Data from the field will be entered into the GIS format with already created layers from pilot area
and this layer was approved in the meeting with RWCM higher management. Responsibility for
data entering will have department of planning, validation of data into GIS system for all
costumers it is IT team responsibility until the project is finished. RWCM Staff who will
digitize/enter data collected from the field

Field data collection supervision
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The list of surveyors was rarely changed. Changes were made based on personal reasons from
the actual surveyor rather than as a result of poor performance. The reasons for changing the field
staf were age, health conditions or not feeling comfortable to work in the field. All the changes
to the field teams were approved by RWCM management. Field supervision by IT team was
based on monitoring teams two days per week, with most these visits in Mitrovica Municipality.
The IT team was divided into three sub‐teams, each IT teams with responsibility for a particular
municipality. In Vushtrri Municipality was requested to create an additional team because of the
volume of data and our supervision was done on the site without previous announcement because
of the validation process of the data into GIS. For the Municipality of Skenderaj only first few
weeks supervised the only team and later there was no supervision because of the other priorities
set up from the local management specifically the Skenderaj Operation manager.
Each team went announced to each Municiaplity and double check RWCM teams how they
conduct the work from the training they got previously, are they performing exactly, what are the
obstacles they facing in the field any needs and solving issues on the site.

Results and Discussion
From the data obtained in the field during this research and their placement in the GIS we noticed
quite large differences in the number of consumers. The figure clearly shows the distinction
between registered customers and unregistered customers in the billing system, which represents
a difference somewhere around 22.5%. The figure also shows the ratio between water losses
before and after the completion of this survey, which reaches the same value in percentages.

Figure 3. Relationship between customer number and water balance
Nё aspektin finaciar hulumtimi ka nxjer nё pa humbjem vjetor mjaft tё mёdha, vlera e tyre arrin
vleren prej gjysёm miloni pёr njё vit siq ёshtё dhёne nё figuren 4. Nёse merren parasysh tё
humbjen e grumbullara pёr vitet tё tёra atёhere vlera e ketij punimi shkencor ёshtё mjaftё e lartё.
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Finacial Losses
2698921
2202679

496242
Water invoiced (Euro) Un-Water invoiced (Euro) Invoiced &Un-Invoiced
Water (Euro)
Figure 4. Financial losses
This spatial analysis may be used as a starting point for other analysis in the future that will help
in putting priorities and act accordingly. It has been done for the Region of Mitrovica, to give us
a brief overview regarding the issue of unregistered customers that the Company should deal with
in the future and hopefully resolve it in the best way possible, for the customer and the Company
itself.
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